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Lost Boys
In December 1970 two teenagers 
disappeared from the Heights 
neighborhood, in Houston. Then 
another and another and another. 
As the number of missing kids 
grew, no one realized that the most 
prolific serial killer the country 
had ever seen—along with his 
teenage accomplices—was living 
comfortably among them. Or that 
the mystery of what happened to 
so many of his victims would haunt 
the city to this day.

by Skip Hollandsworth

Legend
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One morning this past September, Mrs. Mary Scott walked 
out of her tiny brick house, one hand clutching a plastic 
tub of birdseed, the other holding on to the front door in 

case she lost her balance. Taking her time, she stepped off the front 
stoop and onto a pebbled sidewalk that her husband, Walter, dead 
now for a decade, had laid down one weekend in the mid-sixties. 
From out of nowhere, half a dozen doves arrived, soon followed by 
half a dozen more. “Look at the one that’s all white,” Mrs. Scott said. 
“Miss Whitey, I call her.”

Suddenly her voice faltered, the doves forgotten. Mrs. 
Scott had noticed a young man down the block, walking past one 
of the new three-story townhomes that now line the street, some of 
them still unoccupied, the builder’s signs advertising wood-paneled 
ceilings, recessed lighting, and granite countertops. She stared in his 
direction, her eyes blinking behind her glasses. For a moment, she 
didn’t seem sure what to do. “Sometimes I see someone and I think 
it’s my son,” she said. “I think he’s come home.”

Mrs. Scott, who is 83 years old, lives on West Twenty-fifth Street 
in the Heights, a Houston neighborhood about five miles northwest 
of downtown. On April 20, 1972, her seventeen-year-old son, Mark, 
a blue-eyed kid whose cheeks dimpled when he 
smiled, walked out the front door of that house 
and was never seen again. Mr. and Mrs. Scott 
and their younger son, Jeff, called Mark’s friends 
and classmates, asking if they had seen him. 
They got in their car and roamed the streets, 
peering down alleys and stopping at the local 
drive-in restaurants. They called hospitals to see 
if Mark had been admitted, and Walter, a self-employed carpenter 
and handyman, drove to the Houston Police Department to report 
that Mark was missing.

A few days later, they received what seemed to be a 
hastily written postcard from Mark. “How are you doing?” he wrote. 
“I am in Austin for a couple of days. I found a good job. I am making 
$3 an hour.” His mother and father shook their heads in disbelief. 
Their son, who was only a junior in high school, had left for Austin 
without saying a word? They were convinced that something terrible 
had happened. Mark hadn’t even taken his beloved Honda C70 
motorcycle.

Mrs. Scott was then 44 years old, a switchboard operator for 
Dresser Industries. In those first few weeks, she left work early to 

wait on her stoop, looking left and right. She walked to the chain-link 
fence at the edge of the yard, cocked her head, and stared down the 
street. Some days she would meet the postman at the mailbox to 
see if he had  
another postcard.

But Mark never wrote again. He never called. “At night, whenever 
I heard a noise, I’d get out of bed and 
walk to the front door,” Mrs. Scott says. 
“I always prayed he would be there, so 
I could give him a hug.”

Then, on the evening of August 8, 
1973, the Houston television stations 
cut into their regular programming, 
and Mrs. Scott, sitting on a flower-print 

couch in the living room, stared at her black and white screen and 
sensed that her prayers would forever go unanswered. According 
to the reporters, a 33-year-old man named Dean Corll had been 
shot to death at his home in Pasadena, a Houston suburb. The 
police had learned that Corll had been renting a metal storage shed 
located just off a narrow, dead-end street about nine miles southwest 
of downtown. Detectives were at the shed now, the reporters 
continued, their voices rising, and they were digging up the bodies 
of teenage boys—all of whom had apparently been murdered by 
Corll. Checking their notes, the reporters said Corll had once been a 
resident of the Heights, where he had helped his mother run a small 
candy factory on West Twenty-second Street. Mrs. Scott grabbed her 
husband’s hand and said, “Oh, Mark. Our poor Mark.”

City Safety
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“At night, whenever I heard 
a noise, I’d get out of bed 
and walk to the front door,” 
Mrs. Scott says. “I always 
prayed he would be there, 
so I could give him a hug.”
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By the next day, police officers were 
exhuming bodies from a wooded area near Sam Rayburn 
Reservoir, outside Lufkin, and on a beach at High Island, east of 
Houston. Some of the bodies were covered with a layer of lime 
powder and shrouded in clear plastic, their faces looking up at the 
men uncovering them. Others were nothing more than lumps of 
putrefied flesh. A few still had tape strapped across their mouths; 
others had nylon rope wrapped around their necks or bullet holes in 
their heads. One boy was curled up in a fetal position.

Within a week, the remains of 27 young males had been found, a 
couple of them as young as thirteen, one as old as twenty. The New 
York Times quickly labeled the killings “the largest multiple murder 
case in United States history”—the phrase “serial killer” had not yet 
been coined—surpassing the 13 women choked to death by the 
Boston Strangler in the early sixties, the 16 people shot by Charles 
Whitman in 1966 from the Tower at the University of Texas, and the 
25 itinerant workers killed by Juan Corona in California just two years 
earlier. Soon reporters began flying to Houston from every corner 

of the United States. A few arrived from as far away as Japan and 
Pakistan. Even Truman Capote, hoping to revive his floundering 
career and produce his next In Cold Blood, showed up, wearing his 
signature Panama hat, smoking cigarettes, and being trailed by an 
entourage of assistants.

It wasn’t just the number of murders that 
caught everyone’s attention. Of the victims the 
medical examiner’s office was able to identify, at least twenty of 
them had been residents of either the Heights or an adjoining 
neighborhood. Or they were Houston boys who had been 
somewhere in the Heights right before they disappeared. All of the 
Heights victims had gone missing between December 13, 1970, and 
July 25, 1973. Eleven of them had attended the same junior high. 
How, Capote and everyone else wanted to know, was it possible that 
so many boys could have been snatched away from one working-
class area of Houston, a mere two miles wide and three miles deep, 
without anyone—police, parents, neighbors, teachers, or friends—
snapping to what was happening?

Legend
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And why, they asked, had Corll wanted to kill them? Big and broad-
shouldered, with thick black hair and sideburns, he was known, in the 
words of one reporter, as the “pleasant, smiling candy man of the 
Heights,” always handing out treats to neighborhood children who 

dropped by his mother’s factory. A police officer who had gone to high 
school with Corll and married his cousin insisted that he was “a quiet, 
well-mannered, well-groomed, considerate person.” He had a nice 
girlfriend, Betty, a single mother who let her children call him Daddy. No 
one in the Heights could fathom that Corll, who had no criminal record 
of any kind, could be the worst predator in American history. As one man 
put it, “He didn’t have no temper.”

What made the story simply chilling, though, 
was the revelation that Corll hadn’t acted alone. 
Two teenagers from the Heights admitted to the police that Corll had 
recruited them to be his assistants: seventeen-year-old Wayne Henley, a 
wiry kid with acne on his cheeks and thick brown hair, and eighteen-year-
old David Brooks, an ascetic-looking blond-haired youth who wore wire-
rimmed glasses. They said they had lured boys into Corll’s Plymouth GTX 
muscle car or his white van, asking if they needed a ride or if they wanted 
to go drink beer. After taking the boys to one of Corll’s apartments or rent 
houses—Corll was constantly moving, sometimes staying in one place 
for only a few weeks—Henley and Brooks would help Corll strip them 
naked, tape their mouths, bind their hands and legs, and fasten them 
with handcuffs to a sheet of plywood that was two and a half feet wide 
and eight feet long. Often they forced the boys to write a letter to their 
parents or sometimes even call them, letting them know they were okay 
and would be back soon.

Then Corll would go to work, pulling out the boys’ pubic hair, inserting 
a thin glass rod into their penis, or sticking a large rubber dildo into their 
rectum. “Dean would screw all of them and sometimes suck them and 
make them suck him,” Henley said in his confession. “Then he would  
kill them.”

In their confessions, Henley and Brooks mentioned the names of 
many of the teenagers they had helped murder, several of whom were 
friends, including Henley’s longtime buddy Mark Scott. They admitted 
they helped Corll carry the bodies to his car or van, and they helped 
bury them in one of his private cemeteries. One morning, Brooks said in 
his confession, he and Henley spent a few hours fishing at Sam Rayburn 
Reservoir before pulling a dead boy out of Corll’s van and digging him 
a grave. Although the two teenagers were the products of what were 
then called “broken homes” (their parents were divorced) and they had 
dropped out of school, they were hardly regarded around the Heights as 
troublemakers. Not one person who knew the teenagers understood how 

they could have turned so quickly into vicious sadists, willing to do Corll’s 
monstrous bidding.

The most flabbergasting aspect of the entire story, however, is that 
it is almost completely forgotten today. Although two books about the 
murders were hastily published, they didn’t stay on shelves for long. 
(After being hospitalized, supposedly for a pulmonary condition, Capote 
dropped his project altogether.) Perhaps because the newspapers could 
find only a handful of grainy black and white photographs of Corll—he 

never gave an interview, of course—the public soon became fixated on 
the more-media-accessible killers who followed him, like Ted Bundy, who 
crisscrossed the country in the mid-seventies bludgeoning and strangling 
women to death; David Berkowitz, the Son of Sam, who confessed to 
shooting 6 people in New York in 1976 and 1977; and John Wayne Gacy, 
the killer clown who broke Corll’s record when he murdered 33 Chicago-
area boys between 1972 and 1978.

Even today in the Heights, where a new generation 
of professionals has arrived to renovate the old frame bungalows or 
tear them down entirely to build their townhomes, yoga studios, and 
pet lodges, almost nothing is known about Corll and his two teenage 
assistants. There are no plaques or memorials to honor the boys who 
were murdered. Some of the current residents who’ve actually heard 
about the trio’s rampage assume that it’s nothing more than a bizarre 
urban legend that began and ended during the Nixon administration.

What made the story simply 
chilling, though, was the 
revelation that Corll hadn’t 
acted alone. Two teenagers 
from the Heights admitted 
to the police that Corll had 
recruited them to be his 
assistants...
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Breakthrough

13 Little 
KnownUses 
for Fish Oil

One the bottle of fish oil capsules 
it says used for heart health  but is 
that the only use? 

1. High blood pressure. Fish oil 
seems to produce modest reductions in 
blood pressure in people with high blood 
pressure. The omega-3 fatty acids in fish 
oil seem to be able to expand blood 
vessels, and this brings blood  
pressure down.

5. Rheumatoid arthritis. Fish oil 
alone, or in combination with the drug 
naproxen (Naprosyn), seems to help 
people with rheumatoid arthritis get over 
morning stiffness faster. People who take 
fish oil can sometimes reduce their use 
of pain medications such as nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).

2. Attention deficit-
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in 
children. Taking fish oil seems to improve 
thinking skills and behavior in 8 to 12 year-
old children with ADHD.

4. Psychosis. Taking a fish oil 
supplement might help prevent full 
psychotic illness from developing in 
people with mild symptoms. This has only 
been tested in teenagers and adults up to 
age 25.

3. Asthma. Some research suggests 
fish oil may lower the occurrence of 
asthma in infants and children when taken 
by women late in pregnancy. Furthermore, 
fish oil seems to improve airflow, 
reduce cough, and lower the need for 
medications in some children with asthma. 
However, fish oil treatment doesn’t seem 
to provide the same benefit for adults.

by Susie Larsen
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7. Raynaud’s syndrome. 
There’s some evidence that taking fish 
oil can improve cold tolerance in some 
people with the usual form of Raynaud’s 
syndrome. But people with Raynaud’s 
syndrome caused by a condition called 
progressive systemic sclerosis don’t seem 
to benefit from fish oil supplements.

6. Stroke. Moderate fish consumption 
(once or twice a week) seems to lower the 
risk of having a stroke by as much as 27%. 
However, eating fish doesn’t lower stroke 
risk in people who are already taking 
aspirin for prevention. On the other hand, 
very high fish consumption (more than 46 
grams of fish per day) seems to increase 
stroke risk, perhaps even double it.

8. Weak bones (osteoporosis). 
Taking fish oil alone or in combination with 
calcium and evening primrose oil seems 
to slow bone loss rate and increase bone 
density at the thigh bone (femur) and 
spine in elderly people with osteoporosis.

9. Hardening of the arteries 
(atherosclerosis). Fish oil seems to 
slow or slightly reverse the progress of 
atherosclerosis in the arteries serving the 
heart (coronary arteries), but not in the 
arteries that bring blood up the neck to 
the head (carotid arteries).

10. Kidney problems. Long-term 
use (two years) of fish oil 4-8 grams daily 
can slow the loss of kidney function in 
high-risk patients with a kidney disease 
called IgA nephropathy. Fish oil also 
seems to reduce the amount of protein 
in the urine of people who have kidney 
disease as a result of diabetes.

11. Bipolar disorder. Taking fish 
oil with the usual treatments for bipolar 
disorder seems to improve symptoms of 
depression and increase the length of 
time between episodes of depression. But 
fish oil doesn’t seem to improve manic 
symptoms in people with bipolar disorder.

13. Weight loss. Some evidence 
shows that eating fish improves weight 
loss and decreases blood sugar in 
overweight people and people with high 
blood pressure. Preliminary research 
also shows that taking a specific fish 
oil supplement 6 grams daily (Hi-DHA, 
NuMega), providing 260 mg DHA/gram 
and 60 mg EPA/gram, significantly  
decreases body fat when combined  
with exercise.

12. Age-related eye disease 
(age-related macular degeneration, AMD). 
There is some evidence that people who 
eat fish more than once per week have 
a lower risk of developing age-related 
macular degeneration.
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Engage

Child’s Play
Who says that Physics has 
to be boring and nothing 
but a bunch of math? These 
teenagers, with the help of 
a couple of young adults 
learn just how much fun 
learning physics can be, 
especially with the right 
teachers and activities. 
Hands on learning is at  
its finest.

by Diana Reed
Photography by Diana Reed
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At the beginning of another school year, some teenagers are 
looking for something to one Sunday afternoon. They see 
the swing-wiggle scooters and they see the paved, long, and 

inclined driveway to the shed. A new sport is born. After a few tries a 
wood pile is noticed. Obstacles. A new twist to the game.

Now what does this have to do with physics one might ask. Simple, 
there is physics in everything. In order to teach their younger cousins Dee 
and P.J. Reed create this sport of riding these 
swing-wiggle scooters down a driveway the 
fastest. Sounds simple right. So lets add some 
pieces of wood, a chair, and a couple of trucks  
as obstacles. 

Now there is more driving skill involved. This 
also increases the number of factors to your 
calculations. One can calculate the different forces involved. Think of it 
as one of those horrible word problems you were always given in school. 
They tell you a story and you’re suppose to figure out the equation, and 
then solve it for the answer. It’s kind of the same thing only more fun. Why 
read the math problem when you can experience it and see for yourself 
what is happening? That’s what these teenagers did with the help of Dee 
age 24 (not pictured) and P.J. age 26.

Luckily for B.J. age 15, Tashara age 13, Jasmine age 13,  Aspen age 15, 
and Wendee age 16 (not pictured) there cousin Dee was good and math 

and physics and also just so happened to have had an amazing physics 
teacher in high school. P.J. while good and math and physics wasn’t lucky 
enough to have had this same teacher. Dee learned physics by playing 
with toys in her high school physics class. On here first day in that class 
her teacher said, “Everyone get a textbook from this school for this class? 
Well you can all just leave them in your lockers. I have a class set and the 
only thing we use them for is to prop up the ramps.” 

That would set the atmosphere for the rest of the year. 
The class learned physics yes with worksheets and lectures, 
but  It Was Fun. They played with toys like dart gun, and 
remote control cars. The built a water balloon launcher and 
dropped water balloons off the school’s bleachers. There is 
physics involved in everything. 

You would see these kids in the halls during class with 
remote control cars, rulers, and notebooks. They where having fun but 
they where also learning. They calculated how fast and how far something 
would go and then they would go prove it. See if they where right. 

It was not all just fun and games. There was some tough math involved. 
In order to take this class one had to have taken or be currently in Pre. 
Calculus. These students passed the AP Physics exam with flying colors, 
but had a lot more fun learning it.

So what does Dee and P.J. do when faced with a potentially boring 
Sunday afternoon, they take what they know and have learned ans share 

Pictured above, Aspen top left, P.J. far left, B.J. middle, Tashara right.
left page, Tashara front, P.J. midle, Aspen back

Sounds simple right. 
So lets add some 
pieces of wood, a 
chair, and a couple of 
trucks as obstacles. 
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it with others. They teach and entertain the teenagers while helping them 
to learn physics. They make a day of it. 

The teenagers just thought they had this new 
sport and great instructors on how to get better 
and faster on it. They didn’t even realize they 
where learning what they had been struggling 
with in school and having fun doing it. Dee and 
P.J. are really cool cousins who not only came up 
with a new sport but also participated in it. They 
weren’t afraid to share and show what they know. 

Dee and P.J. used what they had on hand, a 
few swing-wiggle scooters, some wood, and a 
driveway. You don’t need a computer or books 

to teach others or to have fun. This doesn’t mean that they are athletes. 
They are gamers, geeks, everyday people who 
haven’t forgotten that there is a world outside 
and that you can learn while having fun.

Where is this amazing teacher and where 
does she teach you ask. Well she taught in a 
public high school in Arizona on the Mexican 
border. She taught at Buena High School in 
Sierra Vista, AZ. She is now retired. Still playing 
with her dart guns, toy cars, and ramps.

What Goes Up  
Muxt Come Down
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Pictured to the right is B.J. Muhlestein 
a 15 year old boy. His cousin Jasmine 
is behind him.

“Everyone get a textbook 
from this school for this 
class? Well you can all just 
leave them in your lockers. 
I have a class set and the 
only thing we use them for 
is to prop up the ramps.”

Engage
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Testimony from forensic experts can be the most 
persuasive evidence presented at trial, but often 
juries don’t realize that the analysis of hair, fire, 
and even fingerprints may not be so scientific. 
And as the story of deputy Keith Pikett, master 
of the dog-scent lineup, shows, investigations 
can sometimes lead to the greatest crime of all: 
putting innocent people behind bars.
by Michael Hall

Weird 
Science
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Quincy, the amazing bloodhound, sniffed the air around the 
body of Sally Blackwell, who lay half-naked in a field just 
outside Victoria. Blackwell, a supervisor for Child Protective 

Services, had been missing for a day when a county-road crew found her 
in a brushy field on March 15, 2006. She had been strangled with a rope, 
which was still on her body. Quincy’s handler, Deputy Keith Pikett, held 
the leash and surveyed the scene, which was teeming with officers from 
the Victoria Police Department, the Victoria County Sheriff’s Office, the 
Department of Public Safety, and the Texas Rangers. It was almost seven 
o’clock and would be getting dark soon.

A few hours earlier, Sam Eyre, a sergeant with the Victoria police, had 
called Pikett, who lived in Houston and worked out of the Fort Bend 
County Sheriff’s Office, about two hours away. Pikett (pronounced “Pie-
ket”) was something of a star in law enforcement circles. For years he 
and his dogs—Quincy, James Bond, and Clue—had helped find missing 
children and escaped convicts, and they had investigated murders all over 
the state, including one in Victoria in 2003. They had worked with the 
FBI, the ATF, the Texas Rangers, and the state attorney general’s office, 
and they had helped solve hundreds of crimes with Pikett’s version of a 
technique called a scent lineup, in which his dogs matched an odor found 
at a crime scene to the person who left it. His dogs were so good at 
sniffing out the bad guys, he said, that they had made only five mistakes 
in fifteen years.

Standing in the field, Pikett, a lean man of 59, took 
out a couple of gauze pads. He knelt down and wiped 
one on Blackwell’s body; the other he wiped on the rope. 
Then he held the first up to Quincy’s nose. “Seek,” the 
deputy said.

Quincy took off, with Pikett on the other end of 
the leash. An excited cry went up from the other 
investigators, who jumped in their vehicles. Eyre ran 
alongside Pikett, while Pikett’s wife, Karen, followed in an SUV with James 
Bond. They cruised down Hanselman Road, a two-lane blacktop, for 
about half a mile, then took a hard left at Loop 463. Quincy loped along, 
her head bobbing between the air and the pavement. She crossed under 
U.S. 59 and led the officers up a wide overpass that went over Business 
59. Pikett stopped, put Quincy in the vehicle to rest, and took out James 
Bond. He pulled the scent pad out of a Ziploc bag and held it to James 
Bond’s nose. Again they were off.

By this point they were inside the Victoria city limits. James Bond, 
younger and faster than Quincy, took a left at Airline Road into a 

suburban neighborhood called 
Cimarron. The twenty-month-
old bloodhound jogged 
through the quiet streets, 
finally stopping on Laguna 
Drive at Blackwell’s house. A 
truck from a local TV station 
was parked across the street. 
It had been a five-and-a-half-
mile journey from the victim’s 
body to her home, but the 
dogs weren’t finished. There 
was a killer to catch. So Pikett 
held one of the scent pads to 
Quincy’s nose, and she took 
off again, turning onto the 
first street, Navajo Drive. At 
this point, Sheriff T. Michael 
O’Connor told Eyre that a 
“person of interest” in the 

case, Michael Buchanek, lived on the street. Buchanek had gone out 
on a couple of dates with Blackwell, and he had been questioned that 

morning. Now Quincy led Pikett and Eyre down Navajo, 
around a long bend, up a driveway, and to the front door 
of a brown brick home. It belonged to Buchanek.

He was not your typical suspect. The divorced father 
of two had been an officer with the sheriff’s department 
for 24 years. He’d run the SWAT team, taught firearms 
classes, and had some experience with police dogs, 
rising to the rank of captain before retiring, in 2004, and 
taking a job with a contractor training police officers 

in Iraq. He had asked O’Connor to care for his children if anything 
happened to him while he was overseas and even left his friend a signed 
document granting him power of attorney. Buchanek had returned in late 
2005, but only after being injured when a suicide bomber attacked his 
hotel.

The law enforcement officers all reconvened at ten o’clock at Cimarron 
Express, a nearby convenience store, buzzing with excitement about the 
break in the case. What was next, they asked the deputy? To be certain 
of the connection and to have probable cause for a search warrant, 
Pikett suggested a scent lineup. All he needed was a scent sample from 
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An excited cry 
went up from the 
other investigators, 
who jumped in 
their vehicles. 
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Buchanek. O’Connor told Pikett about the document Buchanek had 
signed two years earlier; it was still sitting in an envelope in O’Connor’s 
desk drawer. Pikett said that that would do, so O’Connor retrieved it. 
Pikett wiped a pad across the signature and put the gauze in a bag.

Some time before midnight, at Pikett’s direction, detectives set up six 
paint cans twenty feet apart in the parking lot of the police station. Five of 
the cans contained scent samples from five other 
white males as foils; in the sixth was the scent pad 
that had been wiped along Buchanek’s signature. 
Pikett then held the scent pad from the rope to 
the nose of James Bond and walked him along the 
cans. According to Pikett, James Bond “alerted” 
on the one that held Buchanek’s scent. Pikett 
did the same with Quincy, using the scent pad 
from Blackwell’s body, and Quincy also matched 
Buchanek’s scent to the victim. Though Buchanek 
had denied having anything to do with Blackwell’s 
murder, he officially became a suspect, and officers obtained a warrant to 
search his home and car. He was barred from his home, and his car was 
seized.

Six days later Pikett and Eyre conducted another lineup, this time with 
a scent taken directly from Buchanek’s arm, in a grassy area of the Fort 
Bend County Sheriff’s Office. The three dogs did fourteen lineups using 
various scents from the crime scene. In every one, according to Pikett, the 
dogs picked Buchanek’s scent. Once again, Pikett’s dogs had nailed their 
man.

They did it again a year later, when in the summer of 2007 Pikett 
helped Houston police nab Ronald Curtis for a string of cell phone store 
burglaries. It wasn’t long before Houston investigators called again, 
asking for help in solving a brutal triple slaying; Pikett and his hounds 
matched two men to the crime, Cedric Johnson and Curvis Bickham, both 
of whom were charged with capital murder. In March 2009 an officer with 
the Yoakum Police Department took a 
scent pad to Pikett after two women, 
on two separate Sunday mornings, had 
been attacked—one was raped and the 
other robbed. The pad had come from 
the hand of Calvin Miller, a mechanic 
who, an informant told police, had been 
buying a lot of cocaine lately. Pikett ran 
a series of scent lineups using all three 
dogs. Each one picked Miller.

Buchanek, Curtis, Johnson, Bickham, 
Miller: five men from three cities 
incriminated by one forensic technique. 
But they had one other thing in 
common: All five were innocent. In 
August 2006 the son of Blackwell’s 
boyfriend confessed to her murder. The 
Houston burglaries continued while 
Curtis was in jail, and eventually the 
actual perpetrator was caught. In April 
2009 another man confessed to the 
Houston murders. That same month 
Miller was exonerated by a DNA test. 

Between them, Curtis, Johnson, Bickham, and Miller spent nearly three 
years in jail, their lives shattered. Buchanek was more fortunate. He 
was never charged, but he had to deal with five months of stares and 
whispers. “My friends turned their backs on me,” he says. “People from 
my church didn’t want anything to do with me. I was locked in my house, 
crying and praying, trying to figure out why my world fell apart. I spent 

my adult life defending the Constitution. As far as I’m 
concerned, Pikett and the others walked all over it.”

The unscientific method
What could be more terrifying than to be accused 

of a crime you didn’t commit? How about to be 
accused by a forensic expert? This doesn’t happen 
on popular television dramas like CSI, CSI: New 
York, and CSI: Miami. On those shows investigators 
and lab technicians confidently use often-fantastical 
techniques to solve violent crimes, like the time an 
examiner poured a special paste into a knife wound 

and extracted a replica of the murder weapon.
If Keith Pikett, Quincy, Clue, and James Bond were to appear on CSI, 

he would be quirky, they would be lovable, and the suspects would 
be 100 percent guilty. But can dogs—which are reliably used to track 
criminals and sniff out drugs and bombs—actually match scents in 
paint cans in a parking lot? We don’t know. Various states have used 
scent lineups, but there’s little science to back them up. Quincy, Clue, 
and James Bond had never had any standard training, and they had 
never been certified. Pikett (who declined to be interviewed for this 
story) had no specialized forensic training either, and his protocols and 
methodologies, which he developed himself, were primitive at best. “A 
gypsy reading tea leaves and chicken bones is probably as reliable as 
a dog doing a scent lineup,” Steve Tyler, the current district attorney of 
Victoria County, told me. Yet Pikett worked on more than two thousand 
cases, helped indict more than one thousand suspects, and testified in 

He was not your typical 
suspect.... He’d run the 
SWAT team, taught 
firearms classes, and 
had some experience 
with police dogs, rising 
to the rank of captain 
before retiring.
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forty cases as an expert witness before retiring this past February.
The truth is, police and prosecutors have been using questionable 

forensic techniques for years, things involving bite marks, blood-spatter 
patterns, and even ear and lip prints. They use them because they help 
solve crimes. But over the past decade we’ve begun to understand just 
how unscientific forensic science can be. In the lab and at the crime 
scene, unsound techniques have incriminated the wrong person time 
and again. The most visible evidence of this is the 252 DNA exonerations 
nationwide since 1989—many of which, according 
to the Innocence Project, involved 
some form of improper or faulty 
forensic science. And these 
exonerees were the ones 
whose stories had 
happy endings, 
saved by DNA 
taken from old 
crime-scene 
samples 
that had 
not 
been 

discarded; 
no one knows 

how many 
unlucky people 

convicted on faulty 
science still languish in prison.

Texas has had forty DNA exonerations, 
more than any other state, including several high-
profile cases that involved forensic science. In 1986 David Pope, of Dallas, 
was convicted of aggravated sexual assault and sentenced to 45 years 
in prison based in part on the “voice-print identification” technology of 
a sound spectrograph that two analysts had used to compare his voice 
with one left on the victim’s answering machine. Pope was exonerated 
by DNA in 2001. In 1994 hair-comparison analysis was used to wrongly 
send Michael Blair to death row for the murder of Ashley Estell, a seven-
year-old Plano girl; he was also exonerated by a series of DNA tests. 
Some terrible forensic science mistakes have been discovered without 
the magic of DNA. Arson science was used in Fort Stockton in 1987 
to convict Ernest Willis of murder and send him to death row. It took 
seventeen years to convince authorities that there was no actual science 
to the arson evidence, and in 2004 he was released. It turns out that even 
fingerprint analysis—the gold standard for most of the past century—
can lead to mistakes. In 2004 three FBI fingerprint examiners and one 
independent one investigating the Madrid train bombing that killed 191 
people made four unbelievable errors, matching a print found on a bag 
of detonators near the scene to the finger of Brandon Mayfield, a Muslim 

attorney from Oregon. He was sent to jail for two weeks, where he spent 
seven days in solitary confinement. It was a very public humiliation for the 
greatest crime-solving lab of all time—made worse when Mayfield sued 
the government and was awarded $2 million.

Today, law enforcement organizations and the legal system are facing 
a crucial moment in the history of forensic science. The Mayfield fiasco, 
coming on the heels of mistakes at state crime labs all over the country 
(most notoriously in Texas, where the Houston Police Department crime 
lab was closed in 2002 because of a series of problems), helped spur the 
federal government into action. In 2007 Congress authorized the National 
Academy of Sciences to investigate forensic science, and seventeen 
scientists, medical examiners, professors, and judges spent two years 
interviewing crime-lab personnel, police officers, lawyers, and scholars. 
Their report, released in February 2009, was a detailed summary of the 
“serious problems” of the forensic science system. Most disciplines had 
no standardized protocols, oversight was inconsistent or nonexistent, and 
education and training requirements varied across jurisdictions. There 
was too much room for human error. The report slammed techniques 
like bite-mark and hair comparisons, but it also went after fingerprint 
analysis, which the NAS said was essentially subjective. In fact, except for 

biological disciplines, like DNA (which has a standardized methodology 
in which scientists examine a person’s genetic profile by comparing 
thirteen specific locations on the chromosome), the report found that 
“forensic science professionals have yet to establish either the validity of 
their approach or the accuracy of their conclusions.” And the courts—the 
gatekeepers of the whole process—“have been utterly ineffective in 
addressing this problem.”

Invalid science, ineffective courts, and the ultimate punishment: A few 
months after the NAS report was released, the country got an idea of 
just how disastrous a forensic science mistake could be when the New 
Yorker published a long story about the Cameron Todd Willingham case. 
Willingham had been convicted of murdering his three children by setting 
fire to his family’s Corsicana home in 1991, and he had been executed in 
2004. The guilty verdict came primarily because of the testimony of two 
longtime arson investigators—an assistant fire chief and a deputy fire 
marshal—neither of whom had much education in the actual science of 
fire. The two men sleuthed their way through the burned-out structure, 
and though they found no indisputable physical evidence of arson in the 
house—no gas can, no kerosene, no matches—they did find, on the floor 
of the children’s bedroom, strange marks that they identified as “pour 
patterns,” which indicated that an accelerant had been used. They also 
found “crazed glass,” pieces of broken window suffused with spiderweb 
cracks, which suggested that an accelerant had been used, causing the 
fire to burn superfast and superhot. And they found charring under a 
threshold plate; common sense indicated that an accelerant had been 
poured there too. By the time their tour was complete, they believed the 
fire had been intentionally set.

Willingham protested his innocence until his execution. Afterward, 

Texas has had forty DNA 
exonerations, more than 
any other state, including 
several high-profile cases 
that involved forensic 
science. 
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others began protesting too, including seven contemporary arson 
scientists and investigators, some of whom had done actual science 
experiments and analytical chemistry on fires and all of whom were 
stunned at the lack of hard science used to determine that the fire was 
arson. Each of the seven reached the conclusion that every indicator 
of arson the two original investigators had found was invalid. “The 
investigators had poor understandings of fire science and failed to 
acknowledge or apply the contemporaneous 
understanding of the limitations of fire indicators,” 
wrote Craig Beyler, a nationally recognized fire 
scientist, in an August 2009 report to the state’s 
new Forensic Science Commission, a panel 
founded by the Legislature to investigate faulty or 
negligent forensic science. “Their methodologies 
did not comport with the scientific method or the 
process of elimination. A finding of arson could not 
be sustained.”

The Willingham case got national attention this 
October when, two days before Beyler was to 
testify publicly before the commission, Governor 
Rick Perry replaced three members, including 
attorney Sam Bassett, its chairman. The new chairman, Williamson County 
DA John Bradley, promptly canceled the meeting. Everyone from texas 
monthly to CNN called the move an attempt to cover up the truth: Since 
there was no evidence of arson, there was no crime, and hence Texas 
could have executed an innocent man. When Bradley finally scheduled 
his first meeting as the new chair, in January, he moved it to Harlingen 
(the previous twelve meetings had been held in Dallas, Houston, Austin, 
and San Antonio). But instead of discussing the Willingham case, he spent 
the whole meeting talking about policies and procedures.

“every contact leaves its trace”
It would not have surprised Willingham, Buchanek, Curtis, or any of 

the other victims of bad forensic science that the father of crime-scene 
investigation was a fictional character. Sherlock Holmes, the subject of 
four novels and 56 short stories by Arthur Conan Doyle between 1887 
and 1927, was one of the most popular characters in fiction in a new 
era of science, a man who used his superior sleuthing skills to solve 
baffling crimes. He was the first to analyze handwriting, typewriter-key 
impressions, and footprints, connecting evidence at the scene with the 
person who left it. He had superb observational and deductive-reasoning 
skills that allowed him to make superhuman leaps of logic, as when he 
once deduced that Watson had a “careless servant girl” because of the 
six parallel marks on the inside of his shoe, which the detective saw in the 
flickering light of a fireplace. He was always right, as are his modern-day 

TV counterparts. Holmes was also a cocaine addict who wasn’t above 
breaking the law (theft and extortion, for example) to solve a crime. It’s a 
wonder he didn’t send any innocents to prison. Of course, he wasn’t real.

But what followed him was. A Frenchman named Edmond Locard 
established the first police lab in Lyons in 1910, where he could analyze 
evidence left at a crime scene. Locard had studied medicine and law, 
but more important, he had studied Holmes, and he frequently noted 

his admiration for Doyle and directed investigators 
to read him. Before Holmes had come along, few 
had thought to connect the criminal to the scene, 
and crimes were typically solved the old-fashioned 
way: by asking around or just compelling a suspect 
to confess. Locard revolutionized the inefficient 
business of crime-scene investigation with what 
came to be known as the Locard Exchange Principle: 
“Every contact leaves its trace.”

Over the next three generations, this principle 
would become the cornerstone of forensic 
science. Out in the field, investigators used 
deductive logic and common sense to compare 
and match things left behind at crime scenes—a 

fingerprint, a strand of hair, a speck of blood—with the person suspected 
of leaving them. In the labs, forensic scientists developed new ways of 
helping them. “Crime labs arose from law enforcement,” says Jay Siegel, 
a member of the NAS committee and the head of the forensics program 
at Indiana University—Purdue University. “And law enforcement’s job is 
to get the bad guys off the street.” The results were often convincing, 
as when police investigator Calvin 
Goddard solved the 1929 St. 
Valentine’s Day Massacre by 
comparing marks on bullets 
left at the scene with marks 
on bullets made from two 
submachine guns 
taken from Al 
Capone’s men. Or 
when scientists took 
a huge step forward in 
1937 with the discovery that 
Luminol could be used to test 
for the presence of blood.

Yet these advances 
were accompanied 
by theories and 
practices that seemed 
reasonable but were 
ultimately flawed. For 
example, the idea that if 
a hair found at a murder 
scene was the same color, 
thickness, and texture as 
one from the suspect, then 
the two could be reliably 
linked. Or that if a bite 
mark found on a body looked 
the same as an impression of the teeth of a 

Charles Linch says

Many things in forensic science have changed since 1994. Hair 
comparison microscopy is still very useful as a screening tool but 
should never be entered into court without supporting DNA analysis. I 
have published many papers regarding this. That implementation was 2 
years too late for the Blair case since mtDNA testing only started in the 
U.S. 1996. Ordinary DNA testing only got good in 1998. In addition, now 
libel by false impression is legally action in Texas. It unfortunately was 
not in May, 2000. The sky is not falling, it is getting more clear. 

A few months after 
the NAS report was 
released, the country 
got an idea of just how 
disastrous a forensic 
science mistake could 
be when the New Yorker 
published a long story 
about the Cameron Todd 
Willingham case.
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